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Earnings announcement affects respective firms’ share prices based on their performances. Financial 
markets react to the bottom figure of the financial statements, which the authors believe include 
earnings management components. Similarly, earnings surprise also affects the market share. 
Therefore, they believe that there is a need for empirical analysis to understand the effects of earnings 
management and earnings surprises on firms’ market performance. The authors use a shorter 3-day 
window to measure the market-adjusted returns in contrast to the existing literature because they 
believe that the markets are efficient and will be able to mitigate the shocks in the longer run. A shorter 
window excludes the likely effects of other events that could affect the returns. They use the 
discretionary accrual modified model and real earnings management to proxy for earnings management. 
Earnings management is the management’s discretionary choice to manipulate earnings to achieve the 
financial targets. Earnings surprise is the difference between firms’ reported earnings and the Wall 
Street estimates, which affects individual firms’ stock prices around the earnings announcement and in 
the long run. We apply multivariate-pooled OLS heteroscedasticity-consistent standard error 
regressions. The study results suggest that the magnitude of earnings management has a positive and 
significant relationship with firms’ market-adjusted return. Similarly, good news also shows a positive 
relationship, and a significant negative relationship exists with bad news. This indicates that the 
earnings announcement does indeed have significant effects on firms’ market-adjusted returns. 
 
Key words: Market adjusted returns, earnings management, analysts’ forecasts, earnings surprise, earnings 
announcement, accruals earnings management, real earnings management. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Firms prepare their financial statements to provide the 
information to their end users including potential investors 
along with other capital market players. The incentive for 
firms to produce useful information is to protect those 
potential  investors,   who   become   one   of  their  funds 

generating sources. They are also part of the capital 
market that influences the total market value of individual 
firms. For that purpose, Othman and Zeghal (2006) 
discuss the country policies on the investor protection to 
establish  an  economy  that  is sustainable and stable for
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the overall growth of the economy. Knowing these users 
influence the market value, firms have that added 
pressure of making up the numbers to present better 
view of their performance (Levitt, 1998). Schipper (1989) 
defines earnings management as the use of discretionary 
powers by firms to manage the earnings and dress up the 
numbers to show good performance. 

Furthermore, Healy and Wahlen (1999) also define it as 
the use of discretionary choices to hide the actual 
financial performance and alter the financial reports to 
achieve the targets. Prior literature has provided the two 
techniques to used measure the earnings management. 
Jones (1991) introduces the Accruals Earnings 
Management (AEM) technique, which Kothari et al. 
(2005) modifies. Roychowdhury (2006) gives another 
technique that is, Real Earnings Management (REM). 
The authors use both techniques in their statistical 
analyses of this study. 

Firms’ earnings announcements affect their share price 
returns. Potential investors require financial information to 
make any informed investing decision. First source of 
such information is the financial statements that firms 
prepare and issue that is, earnings announcement. Lyle 
et al. (2018)  discuss the difference in the market reaction 
in relation to the timing of the earnings announcement. 
They believe that the firms, which announce the earnings 
outside of regular trading hours, give investors enough 
time to process the financial information before the 
trading begins again. Therefore, the announcements 
during the pre-open period have slower market reactions. 
Beaver et al. (2020) deal with the change in the market 
response towards the earnings announcement during 
different periods. They document increased response 
during 2001-2011 and over time. The authors analyze the 
effects of earnings quality on the market returns and 
differentiate the users of financial statements into 
potential investors and financial analysts.  

This study focuses on the study of earnings quality and 
its effects on investors’ decision-making, which further 
explains the behavior of firms’ returns adjusted against 
the market. Prior literature mostly deals with the earnings 
surprises. Frankel et al. (2010) investigate the effects of 
missing forecasting targets on investors’ relations. They 
use analysts’ conference calls with managers as the 
proxy of investor relations and analyze the effects of 
small negative earnings surprises. A survey study was 
done to analyze the effects of missing market 
expectations on the investor relations and they find that 
the firms that miss expectations generally have longer 
call lengths. This relationship is the negative effect of 
missing market expectation on investors’ relations. No 
significant evidence was found to support Graham et al. 
(2005) that missing earnings benchmark results in severe 
economic implications. 

While Keung et al. (2010) studied market reaction to 
the positive earnings surprises, and found that investors 
are skeptical when firms just meet or beat  their  earnings  

 
 
 
 
expectations and consider the existence of earnings 
management. Other studies discuss the use of earnings 
management to meet or beat analysts’ forecasts in case 
of Buy (Sell) rated firms (Abarbanell and Lehavy, 2003), 
and use of earnings management to achieve financial 
targets (Burgstahler and Eames, 2006). Abarbanell and 
Lehav (2003) explain how firms are motivated to meet or 
beat their targets when rated as a Buy and vice-versa in 
case of Sell. Burgstahler and Eames (2006) find that 
firms manage their earnings to meet or beat their 
earnings expectation to have zero or small positive 
earnings surprises to avoid consequences of earnings 
shocks.  

The study is motivated by the prior literature and talks 
about the effects of earnings management on firms’ 
returns on the stock market adjusted by the capital 
market returns. We explain this phenomenon in two 
stages: the first stage explains how firms are motivated to 
manage their earnings to meet or beat earnings targets 
(Abarbanell and Lehavy, 2003) and the second stage 
talks about the reactions of the market to the quality of 
the earnings reports and earnings surprises thereof on 
firms’ stock returns adjusted against the market’s return. 
Existing literature mostly focuses on the relationship 
between small positive (negative) earnings surprises and 
the share price returns. Therefore, there is a need for an 
extension to the existing literature and our study 
contributes to the literature by including the share price 
returns of the firms adjusted against the markets, which 
minimizes the unwanted effects of extremely positive 
(negative) returns.  
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There is extant literature that deals with the earnings 
surprises and abnormal share returns (Keung et al., 
2010), sales surprises and abnormal share returns (Shih, 
2019), and meeting or beating earnings expectations 
(Abarbanell and Lehavy, 2003; Oler et al., 2018). 
Burgstahler and Eames (2006) discuss the use of 
earnings management to achieve zero or small positive 
earnings shocks or surprises, while Frankel et al. (2010) 
discuss the reactions of the capital markets to the small 
negative earnings surprises. There is a large literature, 
which also deals with the market reaction toward the 
earnings announcement (Lyle et al., 2018), and achieving 
the financial thresholds with earnings management 
(Ebaid, 2012; Mindak et al., 2016). Levitt (1998) says that 
firms manage their earnings to beat the market 
expectations to avoid any significant negative effects on 
their market share. This research focuses on the study of 
firms’ earnings management techniques and their effects 
on the market-adjusted returns (hereafter MAR) of 
individual firms. These MARs explain the actual 
performance of the firm relative to the market. Literature 
largely   focuses   on  the  alpha  returns  of  firms,  which 
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measure the growth rate of firms’ market share-price 
returns. Like Fuller et al. (2002), they measure MAR, 
using the market-adjusted return model, as the difference 
between returns of individual firm and market index return 
over shorter 3-day window instead of 5-days period. The 
reasons to choose the shorter window are to exclude the 
likely effects of other events that could affect the returns 
and to assess the market reaction towards the earnings 
announcement and the earnings surprises thereof. We 
assume the markets are efficient and they will be able to 
mitigate the shocks in the longer run. This study also 
emphasizes the two techniques firms use to manage their 
earnings to reach their financial targets. These 
techniques include accruals earnings management and 
real earnings management (hereafter AEM and REM, 
respectively). 

Existing literature has put a little emphasis on the 
shorter window returns instead has focused more on 
firms achieving their earnings targets or benchmarks 
(Barua et al., 2006; Mindak et al., 2016). The study is 
motivated by recent literature that talks about firms’ 
choices to meet or beat the thresholds (Abarbanell and 
Lehavy, 2003; Levitt, 1998) and whether the stock market 
or investors are skeptical about the small positive 
surprises and perceive them as the signal of earnings 
manipulation (Keung et al., 2010; Shih, 2019). Frankel et 
al. (2010) discuss the reactions of the capital markets on 
the small negative earnings surprises and Burgstahler 
and Eames (2006) discuss the use of earnings 
management to achieve zero or small positive earnings 
shocks or surprises. These studies discuss firms’ 
decisions to manage their earnings in order to achieve 
their targets. These targets include the financial analysts’ 
forecasts by focusing more on the abnormal returns and 
zero or small positive (negative) earnings surprises. The 
study emphasizes firms’ overall behavior or attitude 
towards their earnings management decision-making and 
its effect on the market reaction and firms’ MAR. This 
study investigates the effects of firms’ decisions to 
manage earnings upward (PEM) or downward (NEM) on 
their MAR. 

Contributions of this study include the use of MAR with 
a 3-day window in days [-1 +1] and two 2-day windows 
([0 +1] and [-1 0]) around the earnings announcement, to 
be discussed later in more detail. We also contribute to 
the literature by analyzing firms’ attitude towards earnings 
management and its effects on market reaction, that is, 
returns. 

We incorporate earnings surprise (good and bad news) 
to check the sensitivity analysis and to compare our 
results with the works of Keung et al. (2010), Burgstahler 
and Eames (2006) and Graham et al. (2005). They also 
contribute by using the latest period 2006-2018 to 
analyze the new trend to observe the results of Keung et 
al. (2010). 

The study results suggest that the magnitude of the 
earning management positively affects MAR, that is, firms’  
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return adjusted against the market return. However, their 
results are still consistent when they split their sample in 
the two categories: firms with PEM and NEM attitude. 
The firms with PEM attitude are those, which overstate 
their earnings to achieve the forecasting targets. While 
other categories belong to those firms, which understate 
their earnings. The study result proves that when firms 
apply the PEM approach to their earnings, their MAR 
increases; while the firms with NEM approach find their 
MAR decreasing. The results are robust with the 
inclusion of earnings surprise in our statistical analysis 
and provide similar evidence that the good (bad) news in 
terms of earnings surprises positively (negatively) affects 
the firms’ returns or growth.  

The following section extends the review of relevant 
literature about the reactions from capital markets or 
potential investors to firms’ decision-making choices for 
financial targets including analysts’ forecasts. Section 3 
develops the hypotheses of their research study. The 
data sampling, research methodology and variable 
definition are part of section 4. Sections 5 and 6 present 
the empirical data analyses including descriptive statistics, 
correlation, and multivariate regression results. Section 7 
concludes this empirical study with a summary and 
limitations. 
 
 

Hypotheses development 
 

This study is motivated by existing literature and its 
primary focus is to analyze empirically the relationship 
between earnings management and firms’ market-
adjusted return (MAR). Following Abarbanell and Lehavy 
(2003) and Burgstahler and Eames (2006), who discuss 
the use of earnings management to meet (zero earnings 
surprise) or beat (positive earnings surprise) the targets, 
the authors assume that the earnings surprise is the 
function of earnings management. Hence, they use these 
two proxies separately to analyze the effects on firms’ 
MAR. They posit that the market reaction is the function 
of firms’ discretionary choices to manage earnings and 
earnings surprises. They  hypothesize that firms’ MAR 
increases when they amplify the earnings managements 
(H1) or when there is a positive earnings surprise that is, 
good news (H2 and H2a). The authors also analyze the 
effect of firms’ attitude that is, PEM and NEM, towards 
the earnings management on the MAR (H1a and H1b). 
They also hypothesize that the negative earnings 
surprise that is, bad news will affect the MAR negatively 
(H2b). 
 

H1: Magnitude of earnings management is positively 
associated with firms’ MAR. 
 

H1a: PEM affects firms’ MAR positively. 
H1b: NEM affects firms’ MAR negatively. 
H2: Magnitude of earnings surprises is positively 
associated with firms’ MAR. 
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Table 1. Sample selection. 
 

Panel A: Firm-Year Observations 

Firms Firm-year observations 

Total number of firms  (6445 x 13) 83,785 

Less: Firms from financial industry  (1219 x 13) (15,847) 

Less: Firms from Miscellaneous industries (774 x 13) (10,062) 

Less: Unidentified Firms (70 x 13) (910) 

Remaining firms  (4383 x 13) 56,966 
   

Panel B: Industry-wise Sample Distribution – Final Sample 

Industry 
Market Adjusted Return (MAR) 

window -1 +1 window 0 +1 window -1 0 

Name Code n % n % n % 

Commercial Services 3200 309 4.88 296 4.91 127 5.04 

Communications 4900 82 1.29 87 1.44 22 0.87 

Consumer Durables 1400 210 3.31 216 3.58 52 2.06 

Consumer Non-Durables 2400 330 5.21 313 5.19 113 4.49 

Consumer Services 3400 400 6.31 361 5.99 150 5.95 

Distribution Services 3250 163 2.57 173 2.87 65 2.58 

Electronic Technology 1300 932 14.71 896 14.87 355 14.09 

Energy Minerals 2100 272 4.29 260 4.31 137 5.44 

Health Services 3350 161 2.54 150 2.49 74 2.94 

Health Technology 2300 776 12.25 764 12.68 373 14.81 

Industrial Services 3100 398 6.28 355 5.89 134 5.32 

Non-Energy Minerals 1100 138 2.18 120 1.99 39 1.55 

Process Industries 2200 380 6 360 5.97 157 6.23 

Producer Manufacturing 1200 703 11.1 625 10.37 252 10 

Retail Trade 3500 340 5.37 350 5.81 135 5.36 

Technology Services 3300 514 8.11 495 8.21 247 9.81 

Transportation 4600 188 2.97 173 2.87 74 2.94 

Utilities 4700 40 0.63 32 0.53 13 0.52 

Total 18 6336 100% 6026 100% 2519 100% 
 

Source: Authors  

 
 
 
H2a: Positive earnings surprise (that is, good news) has 
positive effect on firms’ MAR. 
H2b: Negative earnings surprise (that is, bad news) has 
negative effect on firms’ MAR. 
 
 
Data sample selection 
 
The study data include non-AAER (Accounting and 
Auditing Enforcement Release) US market firms and 
have 83,785 firm-year observations spread over 13 years 
(6,445 firms each year) from 2006 to 2018. The authors 
obtained the data from the Factset Database based on 
Excel Connect including Factset Fundamentals, Factset 
Actuals, Factset Estimates, Reuters Global Fundamentals, 
Thomson Reuters DataStream, I/B/E/S, and Center for 
Research in Security Prices (CRSP). They extracted the 
data  related   to  earnings  and  earnings  forecasts  from  

I/B/E/S/ and market return data from CRSP.  
Following Fama and French (1992) and Payne and 

Robb (2000), they exclude observations from financial 
firms because they use unique accounting procedures 
and principles, as well as the difficulty in estimating 
discretionary accruals. 

Since there are insufficient data under unspecified and 
miscellaneous firms, these observations were excluded 
from the analysis. 

Table 1 shows the final sample (unbalanced panel 
data) of firm-year observations under three different 
windows after removing the firms and the application of 
trimming criteria. They have one 3-day and two 2-day 
windows. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

The  method  used  for  the  empirical  analysis  is  in two- folds: the  
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earnings management was measured at the first stage. At the 
second stage, the earnings management was applied as proxies to 
empirically test the study hypotheses. Prior studies often only use 
one measure of earnings management in their analysis. To provide 
robust results, both measures of the earnings management were 
used, AEM (Kothari et al., 2005) and REM (Roychowdhury, 2006). 
Kothari et al. (2005) used the performance-matching approach to 
estimate the earnings management, that is, equation (1). The 
discretionary accruals were estimated for each firm i in a year t (that 

is, residuals ) by regressing equation 1, cross-sectionally for the 
firms within the same 2-digit SIC code each year.  
 

 =  + 1/ ) +   +  + 

 +                              (1) 

 
Likewise, Roychowdhury (2006) formulated three equations. Firms 
manipulate actual profits to meet benchmarks and prevent 
disclosing any annual losses. They measure the abnormalities (that 

is, residuals in cash flow from operations (CFO), production 
costs (Prod_Cost) and discretionary expenses (DisExp), cross- 
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sectionally for the firms within the same 2-digit SIC code each year 
using the following equations respectively proposed by 
Roychowdhury (2006). Subsequently, the residuals are multiplied 
from equation 4 with –1 and REM is calculated by adding the 
residuals generated from these equations. 

 

 =  +  + ( ) +  ( ) +              (2)                                                                                                  

 =  +  + ( ) +  ( ) +  

( ) +                                              (3) 

 =  +    + ( ) +                    (4)  

 
The study hypotheses not only focus on the magnitude of earnings 
management but also on firms’ attitude towards earnings 
management (PEM and NEM). The absolute values of AEM and 
REM are calculated and sign values are used to separate the two 
attitudes. Therefore,  each sample was divided into two subsamples 
to analyze the effects of PEM and NEM approaches of  firms on the 
variable of interest MAR. A similar approach is followed for the 
earnings surprise. Equations (5) and (6) are used to test the 
hypotheses empirically. 

| |  +        (5) 

| |  +        (6) 
 

The earnings surprise is measured as the difference between the 
reported earnings and I/B/E/S mean earnings forecast 45-days 
before the firms announce their earnings instead of using the latest 
I/B/E/S mean earnings forecasts commonly used in literature. The 
latest earnings forecasts do not provide firms sufficient time to 
manage earnings to meet or beat their targets. These forecasts 
might also generate the number closer to reported earnings anyway 
after incorporating all the recent and private information. Therefore, 
it is assumed that a 45-day window provides firms with reasonable 
incentives and motivations to manage their earnings to meet or 
beat the targets to avoid earnings shocks (or bad news) and 
untoward market reactions. 

The multivariate models explain how firms manage earnings 
(PEM or NEM) to achieve their financial targets. The financial 
targets of firms can include meeting or beating forecasts, issuing 
good news to market players to receive positive market reactions 
and consequently achieve positive MAR. Similar to Keung et al. 
(2010), the initial primary MAR period consists of 3-day window 
from one day prior  to one day after the earnings announcement; 
but a market model was used to measure the cumulative abnormal 
return based on Fuller et al. (2002) and Rosen (2006) who used 
Brown and Warner (1985)’s market-adjusted return model. The 
market-adjusted return model is used to eliminate the data 
complexity of the market model. Two 2-day windows were used to 
check for the robustness of the results. One of these two windows 
consists of the day of earnings announcement and a day after [0 
+1], and the second window consists of the day before the earnings 
announcement and the day of earnings announcement [-1 0].  

Given past studies in earnings management and earnings 
surprises, the models include several control variables. The 
variables Price-to-Book value and Analysts based on PBValue, 
Log_Assets and Log_AF, respectively explain varying degrees of 
the size of firms. Literature does not explicitly employ these 
variables on share price returns, but these variables have 
significant effect on earnings management and forecast accuracy 
(Embong and Hosseini, 2018; Richardson, 2000).  PBValue is 
expected to have a positive sign with returns because it shows 
there is good news to market players if it is higher.  Log_AF has 
positive relationship because bigger sized firms attract more 
followers  (including   all  stakeholders),   which    generates   public 

information for all analysts to produce a consensus forecast with 
low dispersion. One of the two incentives used to manage earnings 
is to avoid debt covenant violation (Richardson, 2000); therefore, 
Leverage (LEV) is included to control the firms’ leverage risk. Firms 
engage less with earnings management when they are audited by 
big four auditing firms, and it plays a role in their earnings quality 
(Clinch et al., 2012). Assuming market players react better when 
they have confidence in the quality of earnings report and its 
informational value. Thus we expect Audit Quality (AQ) to have 
positive sign with MAR. Table 2 describes the variables included in 
the empirical analyses. 
 
 

Descriptive statistics and correlation 
 

Descriptive statistics 
 

Table 3 shows the statistical summary of the variables employed in 
the empirical study. Panel A of Table 3 presents the descriptive 
statistics of the dependent variables. 3-day window is employed for 
MAR as the primary variable for the data analysis and the other two 
windows were used to support the primary results. The means of 
market-adjusted returns are consistently lower than the median 
across three windows, indicating the negatively skewed distribution. 
Panel B of Table 3 reports the statistics for AEM and REM, where 
the mean and median values in AEM are lower than those of REM. 
Since the analyses include studying the magnitude of the earnings 
management and firms’ attitude towards these discretionary 
choices, there were absolute PEM and NEM. These values suggest 
that managers use REM more than AEM to manage their earnings.  

Panel C of Table 3 shows the list of control variables. The 
majority of PBValue and LEV values is in the fourth quartile and 
lean towards the positive skewness. With the big four audit firms as 
their external auditors, AQ represents 80.70% of the sample firms in 
our report. 
 
 

Correlation matrix 
 

Table 4 presents the correlation among different variables used in 
the   study.   The   aim   is  to  assess  the  correlation  between  the  
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Table 2. Variable definition. 
 

Variable code Definition Data source Extraction 

Panel A: Accruals models 

TA 
Total Accruals calculated by the change in non-cash current assets 
minus the change in current liabilities excluding the current portion of 
long-term debt, minus depreciation, and amortization 

Derived 
TA = (∆CA-∆CL-∆Cash+∆STD-D&A) 

 

A Total Assets Factset Database   

∆S -∆REC Change in Sales minus change in Receivables at year T Derived 
∆S -∆REC = (Sales(t) - Sales (t-1)) - (Rec(t) 
- Rec (t-1)) 

PPE Gross value of Property Plant and Equipment Factset Database   

IBE Income before Extra Items Factset Database   

∆REV-∆REC Change in Revenue minus change in Receivables at year T Derived 
∆REV-∆REC = (Rev(t) - Rev (t-1)) - (Rec(t) - 
Rec (t-1)) 

Note: All variables are scaled by lagged total assets except Total Assets “A” 
 

Panel B: Real Earnings Management Models 

CFO Cash flow from Operations  Factset Database   

S Total Sales Factset Database   

∆S (t) Change in Sales at year T Derived ∆S = Sales(t) - Sales (t-1) 

Prod_Cost 
Production Cost calculated by adding change in Inventory to the Cost 
of Goods Sold 

Derived Prod_Cost = COGS + ∆INV 

∆S(t-1) Change in Sales at year T-1 Derived ∆S = Sales(t-1) - Sales (t-2) 

DisExp 
Discretionary Expenses calculated by adding three expenses: 
Research and Development, Advertising and Selling, General and 
Administrative Expenses. 

Derived DisExp = R&D + SG&A + ADV 

All variables are scaled by lagged total assets 
 

Panel C: Adjusted return models 

MAR 

Market Adjusted Return (MAR) is the difference of Market return and 
individual firms’ return within 3-day windows. Window [-1, +1] means 
the return calculated with one day before and after the earnings 
announcement. Similarly with other windows [0, +1] and [-1, 0]. 

Factset Database 

MAR = log (Market return Rm,t – Firms’ 
return Ri,t / 100) 

Where: 

Return is calculated as: 

Rm,t – Rm,t-1 / Rm,t-1 

Ri,t – Ri,t-1 / Ri,t-1 

Abs_AEM Absolute values of the discretionary accruals from Kothari Model. Derived Abs_Kothari = |Residuals| 

Abs_REM 
Absolute values of the summation of abnormalities from three 
Roychowdhury models i.e., Cash Flow from Operations, Production 
Costs and Discretionary Expenses. 

Derived 
Abs_REM = | ∑ Residuals |  

 

P_AEM 
Positive accruals earning management by the management to 
elevate the earnings. 

Derived 
P_AEM = Positive Accruals earnings 
management 
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Table 2. Cont’d. 
 

N_AEM 
Negative accruals earning management by the management to 
alleviate the earnings. 

Derived 
N_AEM = Negative Accruals earnings 
management 

P_REM 
Positive real earning management by the management to elevate the 
earnings. 

Derived 
P_REM = Positive Real earnings 
management 

N_REM 
Negative real earning management by the management to alleviate 
the earnings. 

Derived 
N_REM = Negative Real earnings 
management 

ES 
Earnings Surprise calculated by the difference between Reported 
EPS and Ex-Ante Forecast Mean Values (45 days before Reported 
Earnings). 

Derived 

ES = |EPS - EAMean| 

EAMean = Pre-announcement mean 
earnings forecast 

Abs_ES Absolute values of the earnings surprise Derived Abs_ES = |ES| 

ESpve 
Positive earnings surprise or good news. When firms beat the 
earnings forecasts. 

Derived 
ESpve = ES 

where ES > 0 

ESnve 
Negative earnings surprise or bad news or earnings shock. When 
firms fail to beat the earnings forecasts. 

Derived 
ESnve = ES 

where ES < 0 

EM 

Earnings Management Component = Discretionary Accruals 
calculated by Residual Values in Kothari Model and Abnormalities in 
Rowchowdhury Models of Cash Flow from Operations, Production 
Costs and Discretionary Expenses. 

Derived 

EM = Abs_AEM,  Abs_REM, Aggr_AEM, 
Cons_AEM, Aggr_REM, Cons_REM 

Where: REM is the summation of 
abnormalities calculated with three 
Roychowdhury models. 

PBVALUE Price to Book Value Factset Database  

LEV Leverage is ratio of Long-Term Debt to Total Assets Derived LEV = LTD/Total Assets 

Log_Assets Log of Total Assets Derived Log_Assets = log10(Total Assets) 

Log_AF Log of Number of Analysts Following the firms Factset Database Log_AF = log10(AF) 

AQ 
Audit Quality is the dummy variable based on the Big Four Audit 
Firms 

Derived 
AQ = 1 for Big Four Firms,         AQ = 0 
otherwise  

 

Note: 1. Only Earnings Management and Earnings Surprise are scaled with Share Price at the start of the year. 2. All other variables either are ratios or already scaled. All variables are winsorized at 
the 1st and 99th percentile except dummy variable that is, AQ. 
Source: Authors Survey  

 
 
 
explanatory variables; a low moderate correlation is 
anticipated because a strong correlation may imply 
unreliable and biased  results. Since the analyses do not 
employ AEM and REM simultaneously, the inter-correlation 
was overlooked. 

Statistically, no significant correlation was observed 
among the explanatory variables, suggesting that the 
predictors of  the  models  do  not  have  a  multicollinearity 

problem, leading to the assumption that the regressions 
can generate reliable results. The authors use the variable 
inflation factor (VIF) technique for each of the regressions 
to assess the robustness of the bivariate inter-correlation 
or multicollinearity. The findings are identical and display 
no evidence of substantial multicollinearity among the 
explanatory variables, creating questions about the 
model's reliability. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The empirical analysis is in two-fold: in the first 
stage, the earnings management was measured 
by using equations 1 to 4. In the second stage, 
the regressions were run on equations 5 and 6. 
The  second  stage  of  the empirical analysis is in  
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics. 
 

  n Mean Std. Dev. Median Min Max Quartile 1 Quartile 3 

Panel A: Market Adjusted Returns (MAR)  

MAR_11 6336 -1.177 0.678 -1.185 -2.932 0.778 -1.603 -0.765 

MAR_01 6026 -1.202 0.732 -1.243 -2.994 0.816 -1.697 -0.716 

MAR_10 2519 -1.304 0.712 -1.352 -3.045 0.772 -1.785 -0.864 

         

Panel B: Earnings Management (EM) and Earnings Surprise 

Abs_AEM 6336 0.053 0.076 0.028 0.000 0.838 0.012 0.063 

P_AEM 2633 0.053 0.078 0.026 0.000 0.568 0.010 0.061 

N_AEM 3703 -0.054 0.075 -0.029 -0.838 -0.00 -0.064 -0.013 

Abs_REM 6336 0.290 0.404 0.149 0.000 2.636 0.063 0.337 

P_REM 3496 0.326 0.441 0.170 0.000 2.636 0.072 0.390 

N_REM 2840 -0.246 0.348 -0.126 -2.115 -0.000 -0.282 -0.053 

Abs_ES 6336 0.032 0.072 0.010 0.000 0.655 0.003 0.029 

ESpve 2341 0.0163 0.035 0.004 0.000 0.199 0.001 0.012 

ESnve 3995 -0.042 0.086 -0.015 -0.655 -0.00 -0.037 -0.005 

         

Panel C: Control variables 

PBValue 6336 4.090 6.148 2.506 0.235 52.41 1.569 4.157 

LEV 6336 0.198 0.177 0.179 0.000 0.849 0.013 0.316 

Log_Assets 6336 3.137 0.816 3.142 0.140 5.606 2.577 3.664 

Log_AF 6336 0.711 0.488 0.778 0.000 1.491 0.301 1.114 

AQ 6336 0.807 0.395 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
 

Source: Authors Survey  

 
 
 
two-fold, which includes the primary analysis with 
earnings management, and robustness check with 
earnings surprises. 
 
 
Primary analysis 
 
The primary analysis includes regression of the 
multivariate-pooled OLS heteroscedasticity-consistent 
standard errors and firm-specified panel regression on 
equation 5. The  earnings management was used as the 
explanatory variable on the firms’ MAR with 3-day 
window starting from one day before the earnings 
announcement to one day after [-1, +1]. 

Table 5 includes the results of the primary analysis. 
The results are consistent with Burgstahler and Eames 
(2006), who believe that firms manage their earnings to 
avoid severe economic consequences. The magnitude of 
earnings management (AEM and REM) has significant 
positive relationship with MAR. This means that firms, 
which involve in these discretionary activities, benefit 
from the positive market reaction with better stock returns. 
The results are in line with hypothesis H1 of this study, 
which states that, the magnitude of the earnings 
management is positively associated with MAR.  

Moreover, as described earlier, the  study  extends  the  

literature and divides the firms based on their attitude 
towards the earnings management. H1a of the study says 
that firms with PEM attitude should realize better stock 
returns and vice versa in case of H1b for the NEM firms. 
The results consistently show that firms with PEM 
(P_AEM or P_REM) have positive relationship with their 
MAR (that is, 0.380* or 0.058**). While firms with NEM 
(N_AEM or N_REM) show a negative relationship (that is, 
-0.167 or -0.051). In cases of N_AEM and N_REM, they 
do not find significant coefficients, but they show negative 
signs, as expected  and in line with hypothesis H1b. The 
control variables, except PBValue, show accurate signs 
of consistency with the prior literature and significant 
coefficients except AQ. Table 6 from firm-specified panel 
regression shows consistently similar results as in Table 
5 from pooled OLS heteroscedasticity-consistent standard 
errors regression.  
 
 
Robustness check 
 
Similarly, the authors run multivariate-pooled OLS 
heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors regression 
on equation 6. Earnings surprise is used as the 
explanatory variable on the firms’ MAR with all three 
short interval   3-day  and  2-day  windows [-1, +1], [0, +1]  
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Table 4. Correlation matrix. 
 

Pairwise Pearson and Spearman Correlation 

n = 6,336 Abs_AEM Abs_REM Abs_ES PBValue LEV Log_Assets Log_AF AQ 

Abs_AEM  0.2647*** 0.2834*** -0.3020*** 0.0334*** -0.1005*** -0.0905*** -0.0562*** 

Abs_REM 0.2819***  0.1632*** -0.2618*** 0.0420*** -0.0960*** -0.1386*** -0.0521*** 

Abs_ES 0.3074*** 0.1643***  -0.2239*** 0.1270*** -0.0315** 0.0032 -0.0344*** 

PBValue -0.0858*** -0.1045*** -0.0706***  0.0905*** 0.0961*** 0.1962*** 0.0845*** 

LEV 0.0562*** 0.0625*** 0.1131*** 0.1856***  0.4822*** 0.2361*** 0.2043*** 

Log_Assets -0.1027*** -0.0494*** -0.0682*** 0.0032 0.3986***  0.5417*** 0.4393*** 

Log_AF -0.0969*** -0.1085*** -0.0226* 0.0941*** 0.2154*** 0.5046***  0.2771*** 

AQ -0.0633*** -0.0233* -0.0562*** 0.0361*** 0.1866*** 0.4476*** 0.2709***  
 

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01, this correlation matrix gives the information about the correlation among the independent variables. The correlation below the diagonal line is Pearson; 
above the diagonal live is Spearman correlation.  
Source: Authors Survey  

 
 
 

Table 5. Multivariate pooled OLS regression for earnings management. 
 

Variables 
Accrual Earnings Management (AEM) Real Earnings Management (REM) 

Market Adjusted Returns (Window -1 +1 days around Earnings Announcement) 

Abs_AEM 0.250**      

P_AEM  0.380*     

N_AEM   -0.167    

Abs_REM    0.061***   

P_REM     0.058**  

N_REM      -0.051 

PBValue (+) -0.004*** -0.003 -0.005*** -0.004*** -0.003 -0.004*** 

LEV (+) 0.118** 0.092 0.126 0.115** 0.110 0.151* 

Log_Assets (?) -0.143*** -0.143*** -0.141*** -0.144*** -0.145*** -0.143*** 

Log_AF (+) 0.096*** 0.068** 0.114*** 0.100*** 0.064** 0.144*** 

AQ (+) 0.019 0.040 0.011 0.018 0.016 0.006 

Constant (?) -0.576*** -0.552*** -1.158*** -0.564*** -0.482*** -1.134*** 

Industry Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 6,336 2,633 3,703 6,336 3,496 2,840 

Adjusted R
2 

5.07% 5.00% 4.98% 5.11% 5.79% 4.64% 
 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.  
Source: Authors Survey  
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Table 6. Multivariate Panel regression for Earnings Management. 
 

 

Variables 

Accrual Earnings Management (AEM) Real Earnings Management (REM) 

Market Adjusted Returns (Window -1 +1 days around earnings announcement) 

Abs_AEM 0.233*      

P_AEM  0.377*     

N_AEM   -0.162    

Abs_REM    0.061***   

P_REM     0.058**  

N_REM      -0.051 

PBValue (+) -0.004*** -0.003 -0.005*** -0.004*** -0.003 -0.004*** 

LEV (+) 0.118** 0.086 0.125 0.115** 0.105 0.150* 

Log_Assets (?) -0.142*** -0.144*** -0.141*** -0.143*** -0.144*** -0.143*** 

Log_AF (+) 0.100*** 0.069** 0.117*** 0.103*** 0.068** 0.145*** 

AQ (+) 0.020 0.043 0.011 0.019 0.018 0.005 

Constant (?) -0.573*** -0.550*** -1.159*** -0.564*** -0.487***  

Industry Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 6,336 2,633 3,703 6,336 3,496 2,840 

Adjusted R
2 

3.57% 3.91% 3.41% 3.61% 4.57% 3.10% 
 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Please refer table 2 for variable definitions. 

 
 
 

Table 7. Multivariate pooled OLS regression for earnings surprise. 
 

Variables 
Market Adjusted Returns (Window in days around Earnings Announcement) 

Window [-1 +1] Window [0 +1] Window [-1 0] 

Abs_ES 0.314**   0.496***   0.366**   

ESpve  0.574   0.300   -0.086  

ESnve   -0.226*   -0.503***   -0.268 

PBValue (+) -0.004*** -0.001 -0.005*** -0.003* -0.000 -0.004** -0.004 0.001 -0.008** 

LEV (+) 0.109** 0.011 0.150** 0.196*** 0.299*** 0.151** 0.208** 0.165 0.183 

Log_Assets (?) -0.141*** -0.167*** -0.126*** -0.192*** -0.219*** -0.178*** -0.106*** -0.090** -0.122*** 

Log_AF (+) 0.094*** 0.147*** 0.063** 0.052** 0.146*** -0.004 0.048 0.100 0.032 

AQ (+) 0.019 0.024 0.014 0.011 -0.030 0.033 -0.008 -0.109 0.034 

Constant (?) -0.557*** -0.524*** -1.167*** -0.578*** -0.434*** -1.015*** -1.403*** -1.592*** -1.306*** 

Industry 
Control 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 6,336 2,341 3,995 6,026 2,186 3,840 2,519 894 1,625 

Adjusted R
2 

5.10% 7.06% 4.27% 5.39% 6.20% 5.20% 5.18% 3.52% 5.76% 
 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. 
Source: Authors Survey  

 
 
 
and [-1, 0], respectively. 

Table 7 presents the results of hypotheses H2, H2a and 
H2b of this study. Hypothesis H2 states that the 
magnitude of the earnings surprises has positive 
relationship with firms’ MAR. Since magnitude uses the 
absolute values, that is, non–negative values, it is 
expected to have positive linear relationship. The results 
in  Table   7   support  hypothesis  H2,  which  shows  the 

significant positive coefficients of absolute values of 
earnings surprises (Abs_ES) with MAR across all three 
windows. 

The study results are consistent with the literature and 
hypothesis H2a, MAR increases with positive earnings 
surprises that is, ESpve (Abarbanell and Lehavy, 2003; 
Burgstahler and Eames, 2006). Positive relationship of 
ESpve  with  MAR  was  seen, except in 2-day window [-1,  
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0], where the coefficients are insignificant. The authors 
also observe the symmetric negative relationship of 
negative earnings surprises that is, ESnve on MAR 
across all windows. This is in line with hypothesis H2b 
and consistent with Graham et al. (2005). These results 
are partially consistent with Keung et al. (2010). Keung et 
al. (2010) suggest that investors become skeptical about 
the zero or small positive earnings surprises over time. 
The study is divided into 3 periods and only in the last 
period, that is, 2002-06, investors show skepticism. There 
was negative association of bad news of earnings 
surprises (earnings shock) with firms’ MAR, which is 
consistent with Graham et al. (2005). Control variables, 
except PBValue, consistently show accurate signs in 
accordance with the prior literature and significant 
coefficients except AQ. 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 
 

This study investigates the link between firms’ intentions 
to achieve financial targets and the stock returns. The 
study contributes to the extensive literature in using the 
stock returns adjusted against the market. The study also 
adds to the literature by using the 3 different short interval 
windows of the market-adjusted return. The researchers 
place little importance on the use of firms’ attitude (PEM 
and NEM) to analyze the effects on stock market 
performance. The researchers investigate earnings 
surprises (good news or bad news) separately. This 
study covers all these aspects of the literature and 
provides robust results. The results consistently support 
the study hypotheses and the existing literature from 
different empirical tests. They provide empirical evidence, 
using various analyses including multivariate pooled OLS 
heteroskedasticity-consistent standard error regression 
and firm-specific and industry-specific panel regression, 
that the firms use discretionary powers to manage their 
earnings to meet or beat the Wall Street Journal earnings 
expectations or forecasts. They do so to improve their 
stock market performance, that is, stock returns and 
avoid any severe consequences in the capital markets. 
The results are consistent with the earnings surprises, 
with good news or positive earnings surprises to improve 
the stock returns and vice versa in case of bad news or 
negative earnings surprises. 

While this study contributes to the literature on a few 
fronts, there are limitations also. There is more work 
required on the use of PEM and NEM and earnings 
surprises. NEM attitude is not synonymous to bad news 
and this study does not differentiate between the NEM 
firms with good news and bad news. The other limitation 
of this study is the use of the US market only, which limits 
the sample size. This study includes 80.7% of firms 
audited by big four firms. This represents the number of 
big-sized firms limiting the wider application. Future 
research can help to overcome these limitations and 
expand the reach of the literature. 
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